The effect of high ion temperature on the ion polytropic coefficient (γ) was experimentally investigated in the end region of the GAMMA 10/PDX tandem mirror. The ion temperature parallel to the magnetic field (T i|| ) was varied using the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) waves, which heat the plasma in the central cell, and by applying an additional gas puff in the central cell. Assuming the ion sound speed, γT i|| was evaluated by a Langmuir probe, and T i|| was evaluated in an ion energy analyzer. These parameters were combined to evaluate γ. The time evolutions of γT i|| obtained from the probe and T i|| obtained from the energy analyzer were similar. The plasma in the end region can be regarded as collisionless, but γ was lower with ICRF heating than without the heating. A high T i|| component was identified in the heated case. As mentioned in a previous numerical study [B. Lin et al., Phys. Plasmas 23, 083508 (2016)], it is experimentally suggested that γ can be reduced by the high T i|| component resulting from the ICRF heating.
Introduction
The ion sound speed (C s ) [1] [2] [3] is an important parameter in boundary plasma physics related to sheath phenomena. It is a function of the electron temperature T e , the ion temperature parallel to the magnetic field T i|| , and the ion polytropic coefficient γ. Specifically, C s = {(kT e + γkT i|| )/m i } 1/2 , where k is the Boltzmann constant [2, 3] . Theoretical and numerical studies using plasma fluid models have shown that the sheath characteristics are affected by ion temperature T i [4] [5] [6] [7] and γ [8] . In a onedimensional (1D) particle model, the authors of [9] also showed that the hot T i|| component, which is higher than T e , imparts strong kinetic effects and reduces the γ in collisionless plasma below the widely used value in 1D adiabatic flow, where the temperature is anisotropic and γ = 3 in the flow direction. However, as experimental investigation of this phenomenon is lacking, investigating the effect of high T i|| on γ and C s is important.
Langmuir probes (LPs) are widely used for measuring basic plasma parameters such as T e , the electron density (n e ), and ion particle flux. The drift speed of ions flowing into the LP reaches C s and the ion saturation current reflects the value of C s . Therefore, when T i|| is non- negligible compared to T e , there is a possibility to evaluate γT i|| using the LP. GAMMA 10/PDX is a tandem mirror device in which the plasma T i exceeds the plasma T e [10, 11] . In a typical discharge, T i exceeds T e by one order of magnitude or more. Furthermore, T i can be varied by applying the heating system using the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF).
In this study, we attempt to evaluate the effect of high T i|| on γ using an LP and an ion energy analyzer in the end region of GAMMA 10/PDX.
Experimental Device and Diagnostics
2.1 GAMMA 10/PDX tandem mirror Figure 1 shows schematics of (a) part of the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror and (b) its magnetic field. The device consists of a central cell, anchor cells, plug/barrier cells and end regions. The device is 27 m long and the volume of the vacuum vessel is 150 m 3 . The main plasma production, ICRF heating of the plasma, and hydrogen gas puffing are applied in the central cell. The anchor cells have a minimum-B configuration and maintain the stability of the plasma. The present experiment employed two types of ICRF heating systems: one that produced the plasma and heated it in the anchor cells, and another that heated the plasma in the central cell. Hereafter, the former and latter are referred to as RF1 and RF2, respectively. The standard discharge in GAMMA 10/PDX employs both RF1 and RF2.
In the west-end region, an LP and an ion energy analyzer named end loss ion energy analyzer [10, 12] are installed. The analyzer is hereinafter referred to IEA. The LP is installed near the roof target of the divertor simulation experimental module (D-module [10, 11] ; see Fig. 1 (c) ). The vertical position of the D-module and the probe are adjustable. The tungsten LP electrode is 1.5 mm in diameter and 1.1 mm long. The IEA is schematized in Fig. 1 (d) . Ions with lower energy than the effective potential energy at the ion repeller grid are reflected and collected at the collector plate. In this study, T i|| was evaluated by Maxwellian fitting of the energy spectra measured by the IEA. When two components of the Maxwellian distribution were identifiable, we calculated the effective T i|| from the relative densities of the components.
Evaluation of γT i|| using a Langmuir probe
The ion and electron saturation currents (I is and I es , respectively) of the hydrogen plasma are respectively given by
where S is the effective probe surface area, and m i and m e are the ion and electron masses, respectively. The surface areas of I is and I es are assumed identical. The coefficient 1/2 of Eq. (1) is the ratio of the density at the sheath edge to the upstream density derived from the conservative form of the momentum equation [13] . The values of I is , I es and n e can be obtained from the LP current-voltage characteristics. In this study, n e was evaluated from I es and T e using Eq. (2). Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), γT i|| is calculated as follows:
Experimental Results and Discussion 3.1 T i variation by ICRF heating and additional gas puff in the central cell
In the experiment, the T i|| of the end-loss plasma was varied by applying RF2 and an additional hydrogen gas puff in the central cell. The plasma discharge was conducted with or without RF2 (RF1 was applied in both discharges). The additional gas in the central cell was supplied from time t = 160 to t = 240 ms at a plenum pressure of 70 Torr. Figure 2 shows typical time evolutions of the diamagnetism (DM CC ) in the central cell (a), electron line density (NL CC ) in the central cell (b), and the T i|| (c) and particle flux (d) measured by the IEA (T i||,IEA and Γ i||,IEA , which mean T i|| and Γ i|| at the end plate, respectively). The temporal evolutions of DM CC and NL CC were those of a typical discharge. The T i||,IEA and Γ i||,IEA data were aver- aged over three similar discharges. The DM CC was higher with the RF2 than without the RF2, indicating a higher T i of the central plasma in the former operation. Supplying additional gas reduced the DM CC in the setup with RF2.
The NL CC was also higher with the RF2 than without the RF2. In both discharges, the additional hydrogen gas increased the NL CC . In the west-end region without the additional gas, T i||,IEA and Γ i||,IEA with the RF2 were higher than those without RF2. The T i||,IEA with RF2 was higher than without RF2 by virtue of a high-temperature component that was not identified in the absence of RF2. The details are described in Sec. 3.3. The gas supply in the central cell reduced the T i||,IEA and Γ i||,IEA in the RF2 operation. In the no-RF2 operation, the additional gas slightly decreased the T i||,IEA and increased the Γ i||,IEA . Both values became similar to those with the RF2. In the absence of the gas puff, the T i||,IEA values with and without the RF2 were ∼240 eV and ∼140 eV, respectively. When the gas was supplied, T i||,IEA was ∼130 eV in both the RF2 and no-RF2 operations. Figure 3 shows the typical LP current (I p )-voltage (V p ) characteristics measured at t = 120-140 ms during the shots of IEA in the RF2 operation. The I p-V p characteristics were analyzed by the standard procedure described in Ref. [14] . To avoid the error resulting from sheath expansion, I is was derived from the linearly fitted current at V p = V f , where V f is the floating potential. Meanwhile, the electron current I es was determined at V p = V s , where V s is the space potential. Having determined I es and T e , n e was determined by rearranging Eq. (2). To compensate the magnetic field effect on the collection area of the electrons (and consequently on n e ), S was taken as the projected area of the magnetic field line on the probe surface. Figures 4 (a) -(e) show the time evolutions of T e , n e , I is and I es , and (I is /I es ) 2 obtained from the LP. Each dataset was measured during the shots of the IEA, and the error bars were obtained from the fitting errors. In the period without the additional gas puff in the central cell, T e was ∼30 eV with the RF2 and ∼20 eV without the RF2. During with and without the RF2, respectively. In both discharges, T e decreased when the additional gas was supplied. At that time, n e slightly decreased with the RF2 and slightly increased without the RF2, such that the two n e converged. In the period without the gas puff, I is and I es were both higher in the RF2 than in the no-RF2 operation. When the gas was supplied, the I is values in both discharges were almost identical. The determination of γT i|| in Eq. (3) crucially depends on the parameter (I is /I es ) 2 . The square of the current ratio was lower with the RF2 than without the RF2 throughout the discharge. Substituting the above parameters in Eq. (3), we obtain γT i|| . Figure 4 (f) shows the time evolution of γT i|| obtained from the LP (γT i||,LP ). When the gas was supplied in the central cell, γT i||,LP decreased over time with the RF2, but was relatively stable without the RF2. Similar tendencies were observed in T i|| evaluated by the IEA. On the other hand, in the period without the additional gas puff (t = 100-160 ms), γT i||,LP with the RF2 was lower than without the RF2. The val- ues of γT i||,LP with and without RF2 were ∼440 eV and ∼620 eV, respectively.
Langmuir probe analysis

Evaluation of γ using the Langmuir probe and ion energy analyzer
To obtain γ, we assumed that the T i|| values near the LP and IEA were nearly identical, and divided γT i||,LP by T i||,IEA . Figure 5 (a) shows the time evolution of the evaluated γ. In the RF2 operation, γ was ∼1.8 in the first period, increasing to ∼2.5 during the gas supply. In no-RF2 operation, γ was approximately 4.4. Since there are large errors in γ due to the fitting errors of the LP, we qualitatively analyze γ with and without RF2 in the period without the additional gas.
First, we consider the characteristics of γ in the widely used plasma fluid model [2, 3, 13] . In this model, γ depends on the ion-ion collisionality L/λ i-I ∝ n/T 2 i . As n/T 2 i increases, γ decreases from 3 to 1. Figure 5 (b) shows the time evolution of n e,LP /T i||,IEA 2 , the quotient of n e measured by the LP and T i||,IEA 2 measured by the IEA. The n e,LP /T i||,IEA 2 values were almost unchanged by the additional RF2 system. The collision times in both cases (with and without the RF2) were ∼400 ms or longer. As the collision time markedly exceeded the discharge time (200 ms), the plasmas in both cases were always collisionless. Therefore, the different γ values between the RF2 and no-RF2 operations were caused by other factors.
Next, we consider the effect of the high-temperature component of the ions on γ, mentioned in Ref. [9] . The authors of [9] suggested that a high T i component in collisionless plasma would reduce γ below its value in the widely used model. Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the energy spectra obtained by the IEA in the RF2 and no-RF2 operations, respectively. The spectra were collected from t = 120 to 140 ms and normalized by their peak values. Without RF2, the spectrum was a single Maxwellian distribution of T i|| ∼150 eV, whereas the RF2 spectrum was the convolution of two Maxwellian distributions of T i|| ∼130 eV and ∼570 eV. Together with the result in Ref. [9] , this result suggests that γ was lowered by a hightemperature ion component resulting from the ICRF heating. Without the RF2, the evaluated γ exceeded 3.0, the upper limit in the plasma fluid model. In order to clarify the reason for this discrepancy, it requires a more quantitative investigation. In this study, we assumed that the T i|| values were almost the same at the LP and the IEA. If there was a large T i|| gradient in the setup without RF2, the evaluated γ would change. The spatial distribution of T i|| can be investigated using numerical simulations. In addition, the measurements were performed in an expanding magnetic field. In such a magnetic field, ion flow acceleration [15] and a diamagnetic property of electrons [16] have been confirmed in the lower T i plasma. Elucidating these effects in the high T i|| plasma also requires a kinetic simulation. These investigations are future works.
Summary
We experimentally investigated the effect of high T i on the ion polytropic coefficient (γ). Utilizing the high T i plasma and ICRF heating system in the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror, the T i|| was varied in the end region of GAMMA 10, and its effect on γ was evaluated. The γT i|| was determined using a LP, assuming that the ion drift speed was the sound speed. The T i|| was evaluated by an IEA installed downstream of the LP. Assuming almost identical T i|| values at the LP and IEA positions, γ was evaluated by dividing γT i||,LP by T i||,IEA . The T i|| in the end region was varied by applying ICRF heating (RF2), and supplying an additional gas puff in the central cell. The T i||,IEA was higher with the RF2 than without the RF2, and its time evolution was similar to that of the obtained γT i||,LP . The evaluated γ was lower with the RF2 than without the RF2. In a widely used plasma fluid model, γ depends on the ion-ion collisionality; however, the plasmas in the present study were collisionless in both the RF2 and no-RF2 operations. In the RF2 operation, the ion energy spectra obtained by the IEA had a high T i|| component. The value of γ evaluated in this experiment might have been lowered under the effect of a high-temperature ion component resulting from ICRF heating, as also mentioned in [9] .
